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Abstract

We consider a SOA based service engineering framework as a robust engineering approach to the elaboration and analysis of functional and quality requirements, as well the formal testing of architectural solutions of emerging e-maritime systems. Autonomic systems and related architectural frameworks are considered towards engineering e-maritime services. E-maritime services’ interfaces, behavior, and service composition design and testing aspects are discussed. A SOA SLA approach is proposed so as to enable e-maritime service properties to be formally agreed, negotiated and offered over an e-maritime SOA platform.
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INTRODUCTION

Software service engineering entails the consideration and application of a multitude of concepts, models, methods, and tools to design, develop, deploy, test, operate, and maintain business-aligned and, very commonly, service oriented (SOA) software systems in a systematic and efficient manner (Zimmerman et al, 2004; Papazoglou and Heuvel, 2006; Papazoglou and Heuvel, 2007).

A distinguishing characteristic of service engineering is its holistic engineering approach. Service engineering demands an interdisciplinary approach towards the analysis and re-engineering of business processes, design of supporting software services, implementation, deployment, provisioning, monitoring, and service evolution. To this end, service engineering concepts, models, and methods are integrated and robust service engineering tools interoperable, adhering to open standards and offering integrated support for several stakeholders are employed.

Service engineering based on SOA paradigm principles and artifacts embraces a relatively new style of service design and development; primarily SOA applications are viewed as systemically mapped onto the business processes they realize (Arsanjani et al, 2007).

![Figure 1. The W3C Service-Oriented Model](image)

A demanding area of research and practice examines the unification of concepts, artifacts and techniques from Business Process Management (BPM) and software engineering to ensure that applications, including transport applications, do not only meet system level Quality of Service (QoS) criteria, but also perform as specified in certain business process level objectives as commonly expressed in Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

Business rules and semantics can provide an efficient way of expressing business requirements of an application, architected as a SOA; such business rules can then be used to assure that a system meets business policies such as regulatory compliance conditions or safety and security needs. Service engineering approaches and tasks ensure the efficient integration of such business rules into the overall service engineering lifecycle and programming model.

The service-oriented analysis and design methodology (SOAD) of IBM (Zimmerman et al, 2004) and the service-oriented design and development methodology proposed in Papazoglou and Heuvel, 2006.
are representative of current service engineering frameworks. The EU SENSORIA project also developed an integrated, robust service-oriented analysis, design and testing methodology (Foster et al., 2008).

Papazoglou et al. (2008) present service management and monitoring as one of four key research topics in the area of service-oriented computing, with a significant body of research results available today. SOA management and governance research issues are important. Existing SOA platforms leverage only limited business and IT alignment in the form of business activity monitoring that allows the definition and monitoring of business level KPI. The systematic mapping of business level aspects to engineering level models and artifacts is still poorly understood (Muller et al., 2009). Usually, policy management focuses merely on engineering aspects for implementing security, reliability, and transaction management, rather than on business process level policies and respective system level models and artifacts such as comprehensive KPI and Service Level Agreements (SLA).

**EMERGING E-MARITIME SYSTEMS**

In this context, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) applications typically refer to emerging technologies, and services, as well as the planning, operation, and control methods employed for modelling and implementing the transportation of persons and freight (Crainic et al., 2009). Today, ITS regarding both passenger and freight services comprise a multitude of advanced applications (Wootten et al., 1995; Marchet et al., 2009) for road traffic management, personalized and context-aware services for intermodal travellers’ navigation and in-vehicle services and intelligent infrastructures applications (vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure applications).

Recently, shipping situation-aware service models are also included, regarding intermodal freight transport environments and advanced ICT enabled intelligent applications for vessel and co-modal vehicle and fleets management as well in particular monitoring, safety and security of goods services (Kia et al., 2000; Evangelista and Sweeney, 2006).

Giannopoulos (2004) identified three main key areas in which ICT can be used in freight transportation systems: freight resource management, terminal and port information management, freight and vehicle tracking and tracing, and back-office logistics. According to Marchet et al (2008) freight transportation application types may be classified as: transportation management, supply chain execution, field force automation, and fleet and freight management. Freight ITS has also been classified into two broad classes: Commercial Vehicle Operations and Advanced Fleet Management Systems.

In the maritime transport field, main e-services categories and applications are understood as including port applications, shipping applications, ship and fleet management and transport logistics applications. Advanced ICTs are considered as enabling distributed platforms upon which each port, shipping company, or logistics operator exchange information and perform e-transactions with business partners, authorities and other networks.

According to Crainic et al (2009), freight ITS development proceeds along three major, parallel but complementary directions, namely vehicular and infrastructure developments; electronics, communications as well as the associated information technology and software; also models and algorithms required to process the data and transform it into intelligent advice for advanced system and fleet planning, management, operation and control. The advancement of the ITS field depends on the integration and co-evolution of the above aspects.

The increasing adoption of large, distributed, and highly dynamic ITS systems calls for effective approaches to ensure high reliability. Against this background, we postulate that promoting the intelligence of freight ITS, in particular maritime freight ITS applications, in view of robust design and testing engineering methodologies is important.

Against this background, we consider a SOA based service engineering framework as a robust engineering approach to the elaboration and analysis of functional and non-functional requirements, as well the formal testing of architectural solutions, in the context of emerging maritime intelligent transportation systems development. A number of reasons necessitate such an approach: Firstly,
service oriented ITS systems, including maritime transport specific systems are intrinsically distributed and highly dynamic, thus there is a need that functional and non-functional requirements are assured for different deployment configurations; emerging maritime intelligent transportation systems implement adaptive behaviours, by real time service configurations’ modifications and service optimization; thus efficient testing has to deal with those possibly anticipated changing service configurations. The ownership of emerging maritime intelligent transportation systems is shared among numerous stakeholders. There is also an important trust and confidentiality issue regarding potential service providers operating in transport virtual marketplaces, where it is not possible to guarantee that information of service provides corresponds to service provision levels to be actually delivered. Thus formal and robust testing is required (Canfora and Di Penta, 2006).

**E-MARITIME SOA SYSTEMS**

An e-maritime architecture incorporates administrative applications such as e-customs, security and safety management, legislation and regulation compliance, shipping applications, port applications, and transport logistics applications, providing an inventory of operations and e-services that will be part of and evolve into the next generation e-maritime service infrastructure. We argue that an emerging e-maritime infrastructure architecture should be viewed as a complex, adaptive and self-managed system that will provide shared information and processes, thus enabling interoperability and collaboration between public and private parties and advancing e-maritime strategic goals.

An e-maritime SOA is considered to empower maritime stakeholders to define and co-develop e-maritime collaborative environments, in a manner that reflects stakeholders’ interests, perceptions and aspirations regarding next generation adaptive, context-aware and anticipatory e-maritime services.

Emerging maritime freight ITS systems set new challenges for the methodologies and technologies for service and application development (Aarts and de Ruyter, 2009). Service architectures, platforms development, tools and enabling techniques, form an environment for the development of innovative freight maritime ITS services. New approaches to existing paradigms, such as autonomic systems’ architectural frameworks can be integrated to engineer new categories of freight ITS services.

![Figure 2. Architectural model of an e-maritime SOA environment](image)

In particular, emerging e-maritime infrastructures will be advanced by enriching e-maritime SOA management with capabilities to obtain self-management (Kreger and Studwell, 2005). Adaptive applications (Kephart and Chess, 2003) have been recognised as viable solutions for large scale, distributed systems. Autonomic and self-managed solutions are being experimented in several application domains, but not yet extensively in service-oriented applications. We consider autonomic,
self-managed system design concepts, methodologies and architectures in the context of an e-maritime SOA development. Applicable, novel techniques regarding the classic sense-plan-act control loop for deployment of self-managed, service-oriented maritime e-services are considered in the maritime SOA development. This self-adaptive control loop approach should be customised for each set of maritime e-services to comply with a specific service contract type and respective business policies and rules. To this end, descriptions of maritime e-services’ interfaces, capabilities, behaviours, and service composition aspects are considered in the light of autonomic computing principles, as based on policies (business level policies, process level policies, and individual component level policies) (Yu and Lin, 2005).

KPIs are quantitative constructs that measure strategic, operational and technical performance in an organization, or virtual network of organizations. KPI are closely related to the balanced scorecard technique (Kaplan and Norton, 1992) and consist a fairly popular and rather established research area in shipping (www.shipping-kpi.com, http://pprism.espo.be). For an e-maritime SOA we can consider various categories of KPI, including both horizontal and vertical ones. SOA system quality, customers’/business partners’ satisfaction, operational performance and financial performance can be addressed. For instance, SOA system quality would be measured with regards to user-friendliness, level of information security and privacy, service response time and usage rate, whereas operational performance could be measured with regards to number of transactions and profit growth of SOA business users.

Federated SOA e-maritime systems

An e-maritime platform’s requirements engineering, in particular, is concerned with the identification of maritime stakeholders' needs of the future system, the specification of services and constraints that satisfy these needs, and the assignment of the resulting requirements to services or/and software components. Functional requirements describe what functions must be provided to satisfy the stakeholders' needs, quality requirements describe objectives and policies ensuring functions are provided so as to satisfy these needs. Examples of quality requirements include concerns such as security, performance, reliability, availability, maintainability, and scalability as well transport service provider reputation, business relationships of transport service providers and customers, regulatory compliance relationships etc.

A necessary precursor to the success of a large-scale e-maritime system is a thorough analysis of the needs of all affected agencies, organizations and business groups. A strategic alignment approach to the expectations of each of these stakeholders groups defines the robustness of the design of a large scale e-maritime SOA compliant platform. Stakeholders' motivation to collaborate in an emerging intelligent e-maritime system encompass goals concerning increased benefits or cost reductions for their respective organizations. In this context, in a requirements service engineering phase, perceived benefits and costs should be addressed, including intangible (positioning, authority and common interests) or tangible ones (return on investment, efficiency) to be realized in the short or long term. Transactional, lower-level goals as well transformational and strategic goals involving interorganizational structures and operational processes should be also assessed against maritime stakeholders’ views, perceptions and expectations. Thus, in a requirements service engineering phase, emerging business models and services scenarios and respective stakeholders’ incentives for participating in an e-maritime system within varying maritime and multimodal transport, public and private settings should be identified. Policy incentives include complying with foreseen legislative or regulatory requirements; requests from external oversight bodies; norms within maritime organizational cultures; maintaining key relationships; and responding to crises and other critical events. Technical incentives refer to concerns about system architecture, hardware, software, data management, standards, and sourcing criteria. Operational incentives derive from expected improvements in organizational and interorganizational processes, and economic motivation includes reducing costs or realizing economies of scale. These applicable incentive categories are considered to assess the alignment potential of stakeholder motivation within an intelligent collaboration environment.
Requirements engineering for emerging e-maritime systems design cannot be accomplished through the development of scenarios and the translation of use cases into system requirements, only. Novel service models dictate system functionality design can be determined via reliable testing and validation techniques providing proof of concept. Scenarios raise the need to periodically re-test the service designed, to ensure that they still meet functional and non-functional requirements. A Policy-based approach to e-maritime SOA requirements engineering, entailing fine-grained KPI is proposed.

An e-maritime SOA combines elements from various related disciplines such as business process modeling and management, software architectures, component-based development, object-orientation, Enterprise Application Integration, distributed computing, and systems management. Enterprise integration patterns can be used to let consumers and providers of software services exchange messages via the SOA middleware. A service registry serves as directory of service providers available to respond to service consumer requests. The service request and response message formats can be specified in the service contract. Workflow concepts can guide service composition issues. The design and configuration of middleware such as ESBs (responsible for request, routing, adaptation, and mediation), workflow and process orchestration engines (facilitating service composition), and service registries (supporting provider lookup) are central parts of the service design phase (Pistore et al, 2005; Medjahed et al, 2003). Detailed service consumers and providers (actors) taxonomies are designed, developed, and instantiated into an e-maritime SOA infrastructure.

During service and architectural evaluation, testing and validation techniques and tools that examine and ensure that the service requirements are satisfied in an optimal manner are employed.

More specifically, for modelling e-maritime SOA services there are several applicable UML profiles proposed in Ricardo et al, 2005. These profiles generally provide a set of stereotypes that represent features of service artifacts, including a service specification (interface), and orchestrated collaboration (behaviour specifications). What is generally missing from these existing profile approaches is the ability to identify the requirements and capabilities of services and then to elaborate on the dynamic changes anticipated for adaptation or self-management, as stemming from future e-maritime service scenarios. Planning techniques, generally with the specification of a guiding policy with goals and KPI can assist the design of dynamic e-maritime service compositions (Kavakli and Loucopoulos, 2005). As Nitto et al. (2007) service descriptions can be complemented with a facet providing test cases, in the form of XML-based functional and non-functional assertions, that is quality of service and service level agreement attributes that can be negotiated with the potential service users.

In the general case, SOA management can be performed by management components that consist of three main functional areas: (a) a sensor or a policy enforcement point (PEP) that intercepts messages, (b) a decision maker or a policy decision point (PDP) that analyses messages according to well-defined policies and rules, and (c) an actuator that triggers actions (e.g. message manipulation, event notification, mitigation activities) according to the outcome of the decision making process (Muller et al., 2009). Policy specification, enforcement, monitoring and evaluation are the main mechanisms that a policy-oriented system provides. Actually, such an approach consists an autonomic system realization, where self-managed, service-oriented maritime e-services are developed, as based on maritime specific KPI for policy enforcement.

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR AN E-MARITIME SOA

We recognize that an e-maritime SOA platform development touches upon existing interests, practices, and positions within the organizations which participate in the maritime value chain. We focus on identifying and assessing relevant factors and relationships that influence the successful operation of an e-maritime service infrastructure. We conceive these factors as embedded in the kind of agreements which organizations should develop in order to exchange information and perform electronic transactions over the e-maritime SOA platform: a) policy and administrative agreements referring to the interests and power relationships involved b) technological agreements which refer to (i) the definition of the information (standardized and formalized) to be exchanged, (ii) the use of ICT to support this exchange, and (iii) the management and control of the use of ICT. c) Economic agreements which refer to the specification and allocation of costs and benefits related to the exchange of information and the use of ICT. d) Legal arrangements which refer to specific rights and obligations
laid down in rules and regulations, such as security and environmental protection and to more fundamental rights, such as privacy. In an e-maritime SOA environment, the nature and purpose of these agreements (complexity, static/dynamic) as well as the degree of their specification are examined as based on shipping and port KPI.

The content of a Service Level Agreement (SLA), intended to be a formal agreement between transport service providers and their customers/service users, may vary for different services but typically entails clauses including non-functional and QoS requirements and penalties if QoS requirements are not satisfied (Bhatti, and Knight, 1999). E-maritime services typically expose both functional and non-functional properties (NFPs), as explained above. Important non-functional properties of the e-maritime services include properties such as cost, adherence to standards and rules and regulations and business obligations on the customer and provider side. QoS is traditionally used to refer specifically to infrastructure/platform performance and reliability characteristics; in the context of an e-maritime SOA, a SOA SLA approach is considered so as to allow for provisions for a wide range of maritime-specific business service properties to be formally agreed and negotiated upon (including, e.g. dependability, security, trust, etc.) and over the e-maritime SOA platform (Mukhija et al, 2007). The SLA concept, as considered, refers to properties of system components at different levels of granularity (e.g. infrastructure, process, application), and is guided at a higher level from shipping and port KPI taxonomies and computational indexes (www.shipping-kpi.com).

The specification, enforcement and management of SLAs is directly connected to the tasks of modeling, provisioning and managing service related tasks, namely service discovery, composition, negotiation and monitoring based on NFPs (Jin and Wu, 2005; Paschke and Bichler, 2008; Mahbub and Spanoudakis, 2008), as SLAs provide a competitive mechanism that offers the service user an assurance that the services provided by the transportation service provider will operate within an acceptable/agreed range, particularly regarding the NFPs. Likewise, SLAs can serve an important role for the maritime transportation service providers regarding business planning and legal compliance aspects. Enforcing e-contracts by allowing autonomous supervision of service status and management based on efficient e-maritime SLA specification, monitoring and operation is proposed.

Figure 3. A SOA SLA approach towards robust e-maritime systems (SLA@SOI)

In particular, service contracts that capture e-maritime business and system goals and constraints (pre- and post-conditions and invariants) are necessary. Enriching the service interfaces with additional
semantic information such as scenarios allows a more robust and stable service composition (behavioural contract). Designing service contracts with SLAs between transport service customers and transport service providers which allow service consumers to express the expected service attributes and service providers to specify the available policy contracts is thus proposed. Machine-readable contracts allow the ESB and service composition middleware to collaborate and provide efficient service realization. A SOA component may expose such a contract. One of the key elements of SOA service engineering techniques is to use the principles of built-in testing allowing for services to contain their own test specification and enabling their run-time verification. Since each abstract service in a workflow can be bound to a set of possible concrete services (equivalent from functional point-of-view, but with different non-functional characteristics), there might be particular combinations of service bindings that can cause SLA violations; thus SOA testing for SLA is important.

The Testing Approach

To achieve this analysis, we consider an approach to input service requirements and capabilities by building service architecture specifications in a higher level architectural notation (such as UML). Attributed to these service architecture specifications are protocols for each of the service components used, detailing their required and provided services and the interface specification. The inputs mentioned previously are then transformed to architecture and behavioural models. Service architecture specifications are transformed modelling each service component, their required and provided services and their bindings between service instances. A Labelled Transition System (LTS) is obtained as result of transformation and compilation of both architecture and behaviour model transitions. Also properties to use as correctness checks against the system models are generated.

Figure 4. Tool support for e-maritime service testing and validation

Scenarios are modelled in UML, in the form of MSCs, and then compiled into the Finite State Process (FSP) algebra to concisely model the required behaviour. The approach is implemented in the LTSA
WS-Engineer environment providing tools for specification, formal modelling, verification and validation of e-maritime services.

Service adaptation and constraining changes to e-maritime architecture and services, identifies both functional and non-functional variants on the specification. An SLA oriented QoS Profile can be used to describe the required KPI based SLA when connecting a particular service partner (of a particular type and offering similar specifications of usage). Architectural constraints may be specified in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) or another constraint based language. Service Behaviour requirements are attributed to each of the service components in each architectural version. In addition to the interface specification assigned, we can specify what behaviour the service fulfils. This describes the behaviour of required and provided interfaces, in that the sequence of the interface protocol is directly given.

![Component Structure Diagram of the Planning service](image)

**Figure 5. e-maritime architecture testing: Component Structure Diagram of the Planning service**

**SUMMARY**

In this paper we propose the use of the SOA paradigm for managing a complete e-maritime service environment in association with SLAs which are defined at business and technical level and are guided by shipping and port KPI taxonomies and computational indexes. Reliability and testing challenges of e-maritime SOA systems derive primarily from the intrinsically distributed and highly dynamic nature of emerging e-maritime systems, where a multitude of stakeholders and roles between service users, providers, and system owners arise. Developing and using robust formal testing and validation techniques for the emerging e-maritime architectural solutions consist a critical dimension for their future market adoption.
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